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NINE PURIFICATION BREATHS

PURIFICATION AND BLESSING
RAM YAM KHAM
OM AH HUNG

BRIEF SANG OFFERING TO PURIFY
CONTAMINATION
by Mipham Rinpoche
HUNG
NANG TONG NAM DAK DUDTSI SANG CHOD DI
NAMTOK LE JUNG DRIP DANG MI TSANG KUN
DAK SAL NYOK MED CHÖ KU CHENPO’I NGANG
SANG NGO KUNZANG DRIP MED LONG DU AH
HUNG Through this smoke o ering of amrita, the purity
of appearance and emptiness,
All contamination and de lement that comes about
through thought,
Is puri ed within the experience of the great Dharmakaya
—pure, clear and unsullied.
Within this unobscured expanse of Samantabhadra, the All
Good: AH
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SEVEN LINE PRAYER
HUNG
ORGYAN YUL GYI NUP CHANG TSAM
PEMA GESAR DONG PO LA
YATSAN CHOK GI NGÖ DRUP NYE
PEMA JUNG NE ZHE SU DRAK
KHORDU KHANDRO MANGPÖ KOR
KHYED KYI JE SU DAK DRUP KYI
CHIN GYI LAP CHIR SHEK SU SOL
GURU PEMA SIDDHI HUNG
HUNG: In the northwest of the land of Oddiyana,
In the pollen heart of a lotus,
Endowed with the most marvelous a ainments,
You are renowned as the Lotus Born,
Surrounded by a retinue of many dakinis.
Following you, I shall practice.
Please come and bless me with your grace.
GURU PEMA SIDDHI HUNG
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FOUR THOUGHTS THAT TURN THE MIND
TOWARD THE DHARMA
This situation of freedom and positive conditions, so hard
to nd, becomes meaningless through distraction.
Impermanence and death are present, but the mind clings
to permanence and is bound.
The ripening of karma is infallible, yet we fall under the
power of the kleshas.
My mind has become ensnared in a cycle of su ering.
Oh compassionate Lama, swiftly give me refuge from this
predicament.
Oh kind Lama, transform these ways of thinking.
My mind stream activated through this meditation on
impermanence has made this life, with its freedoms,
meaningful.
May pure discipline be maintained, and the mind released
from samsara.
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TAKING REFUGE
KONCHOK SUM NGÖ DE SHEK TSAWA SUM
TSA LUNG TIGLE’I RANGZHIN CHANGCHUP SEM
NGOWO RANGZHIN TUKJE’I KYILKHOR LA
CHANGCHUP NYINGPO’I BARDU KYAP SU CHI
Buddha, Dharma, and Sangha are in reality Lama, Yidam,
and Khandro.
The nature of the channels, inner-air, and essence is the
bodhici a.
In this mandala of pure-essence, nature, and compassion,
I take refuge until enlightenment is fully realized.
Recite in Tibetan, English, and re ect in silence.

GENERATION OF BODHICITTA
HO NA TSOK NANGWA CHU DE DZUN RI KYI
KHORWA LU GU GYUD DU KHYAM PE DRO
RANGRIG OD SAL YING SU NGAL SO’I CHIR
TSE MED ZHI YI NGANG NE SEM KYED DO
HO Mesmerized by the sheer variety of perceptions, which
are like the illusory re ections of the moon in water,
Beings wander endlessly astray in samsara’s vicious cycle.
So that they may be at ease in the luminous expanse of the
true nature of their own minds,
I generate the immeasurable love, compassion, joy, and
equanimity of the Awakened Mind, the heart of bodhici a.
Recite in Tibetan, English, and re ect in silence.
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FOUR IMMEASURABLES PRAYER OF
BODHICITTA
SEMCHAN TAMCHED DEWA DANG
DEWE GYU DANG DAN PAR GYUR CHIK
SEMCHAN TAMCHED DUK NGAL DANG
DUK NGAL GYI GYU DANG DRALWAR GYUR CHIK
SEMCHAN TAMCHED DUK NGAL MED PE
DEWA DAMPA DANG MI DRALWAR GYUR CHIK
SEMCHAN TAMCHED NYE RING CHAK DANG NYI
DANG
DRALWE TANG NYOM LA NE PAR GYUR CHIK
May all beings have happiness, and the causes of
happiness;
May all be free from sorrow, and the causes of sorrow;
May all never be separated from the sacred happiness
which is sorrowless;
And may all be free from a achment and aversion, and
live in boundless equanimity.
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LONGCHEN RABJAM LINEAGE PRAYER
GANGRI TOD KAR RINCHEN NYINGPÖ GUL
YONTAN KUNJUNG GAWE KYED TSAL DU
NYINGPÖ DONZIK BEPE NALJORPA
LONGCHEN RABJAM ZHAP LA SOLWA DEP
Precious voice of pith instruction from Gangri Tokar
Mountain,
Source of all Buddha qualities, joyful in the forest,
Hidden yogi who sees directly the very essence of reality,
To you, excellent Longchen Rabjam, we pray.

JIGME LINGPA LINEAGE PRAYER
SHE JA KUN KHYEN DRO LA JE TSE’I TER
DRIMED ODZER YANG TRUL TUK TER DZOD
ODSEL LONGCHEN NAMKHE NALJORPA
JIGME LINGPE ZHAP LA SOLWA DEP
You who knows all the knowable, treasure of sentient
beings,
Remanifestation of Drimed Odzer and source of mind
treasures,
Sky-yogi of the luminescent vast expanse,
Jigme Lingpa, at your feet I pray.
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PRAYERS TO THE ROOT LAMAS
HRI OGMIN CHÖKYI YING KYI PO DRANG NA
DÜ SUM SANG GYE KUN GYI NGOWO NYID
RANGSEM CHÖKU NGON SUM TON DZAD PA
TSAWE LAMA NAM LA SOLWA DEP
HRI In the palace of unexcelled Dharmadhatu,
The essence of all the buddhas of the three times,
Who bring about the direct introduction to one’s own
mind, the Dharmakaya,
To the Root Lamas, we pray.

FOUR DHARMAS OF GAMPOPA AND
LONGCHENPA
LO CHÖ SU DRO WAR CHIN GYI LAPTU SOL
CHÖ LAM DU DRO WAR CHIN GYI LAPTU SOL
LAM TRUL WA ZHIK PAR CHIN GYI LAPTU SOL
TRULWA YESHE SU CHAR WAR CHIN GYI LAPTU SOL
Bless and empower us that our minds and hearts turn
toward the Dharma.
Bless and empower us that our Dharma practice becomes
the path.
Bless and empower us that the path truly dissolves
confusion.
Bless and empower us that confusion itself dawns as
primordial awareness.
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SEVEN BRANCH PRAYER
LAMA YIDAM KHANDRO SHEK
NYI DA PEME DAN LA ZHUK
LU NGAK YID SUM GÜ CHAK TSAL
CHI NANG SANG WE CHOD PA BUL
NYAM CHAK DIK DRIP TOL ZHING SHAK
SANG NGAK DRUP LA JE YI RANG
MIN DROL SANG NGAK CHÖ KHOR KOR
NYA NGAN MI DA ZHUK SU SOL
NYINGPO SEMCHAN DON DU NGO
YANG DAK DORJE’I DON TOK SHOK
Approach now, gurus, devas, and dakinis:
Take your seats on these cushions of lotus, sun and moon.
We o er homage, while devotion lls our body, speech
and mind.
We make o erings, outer, inner and secret.
We confess all impairments and breakages of vows, all our
harmful actions and obscurations.
We rejoice that the secret mantrayana is being
accomplished in practice.
We request you to turn the wheel of the secret mantra
teachings, which ripen and liberate.
Remain with us without passing into nirvana, we pray.
We dedicate all merit so that sentient beings a ain the
essence of enlightenment.
May we all realize our true vajra nature!
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LONGCHEN RABJAM
from the Chöying Dzod
Don’t look! Don’t look!
Do not look at the concepts in your mind!
Don’t meditate! Don’t meditate!
Do not meditate on the phenomena of your ordinary
consciousness!
Don’t analyze! Don’t analyze!
Do not analyze sense objects and ordinary mind!
Don’t try to achieve! Don’t try to achieve!
Do not try to achieve results out of hope and fear!
Don’t reject! Don’t reject!
Do not reject a ictive emotions and karma!
Don’t accept! Don’t accept!
Do not accept anything as true!
Don’t bind! Don’t bind!
Do not bind your mindstream!

SUPPLICATION PRAYER OF DZOGCHEN
LINEAGE
by Yukhok Chatralwa Chöying Rangdrol
Changeless state of primordial purity,
Lama, free of proliferation,
I pray with the undeluded nature of my mind,
May I reach Buddhahood in this lifetime.

ffl
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THE THREE EXCELLENCES
Re ect on these (in Supplementary Texts):
The Noble Beginning: Arousing Bodhici a
The Noble Main Part: Referencelessness
The Noble Conclusion: Dedication

SIX PARAMITAS - Re

ect on these:

JINPA - dana, generosity
TSULTRIM - shila, ethics
ZODPA - shanti, forbearance, acceptance, patience,
forgiveness
TSONDRÜ - virya, joyful endeavor, diligence, zeal,
perseverance
SAMTAN - dyana, meditative concentration
SHERAP - prajna, discriminating wisdom-awareness,
insight

OM AH HUNG
MEDITATION & PRACTICE – Start your main
practice here and continue throughout the day.
Concluding prayers can be completed at the end of each
session, or at the end of the day.
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THE FLIGHT OF THE GARUDA
by Shabkar Tsokdruk Rangdrol
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SHOWER OF BLESSINGS VISUALIZATION
By Mipham Rinpoche
AH RANG LÜ TA MAL NE PE DUN KHA RU
AH In the sky before me
ORGYAN DRI MED DHANAKOSHE TSO
Is Lake Dhanakosha of Oddiyana, deep and pristine,
TING ZAP YAN LAK GYAD DEN CHÜ GANG WE
Blessed with celestial water.
Ü SU RINCHEN PAD DONG DAP GYE TENG
At its center, upon a jeweled lotus in full bloom,
KYAP NE KUN DÜ ORGYAN DORJE CHANG
The Vajra Holder of Oddiyana, the embodiment of all
refuges,
TSANPE’I PAL BAR TSOGYAL YUM DANG TRIL
Radiates with the brilliance of the major and minor marks.
He embraces Queen Tsogyal,
CHAK YE DORJE YONPE TOD BUM NAM
A vajra in his right hand, a vase and skull cup in his left,
DAR DANG RINCHEN RÜ PE GYAN GYI DZE
Exquisitely adorned in silks and jewelry on bone and
gems.
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OD NGE LONG NE DECHEN ZI CHIN BAR
Within a vast expanse of ve colored light, they blaze in
the splendid blessing of supreme bliss.
KHOR DU TSA SUM GYATSO TRIN TAR TIP
Surrounded by a cloud-like ocean of the Three Roots,
CHINLAP TUKJE CHAR BEP DAK LA ZIK
They gaze upon me, raining down a shower of blessings
and compassion.
GYAL KUN NGOWO CHI MED YESHE KUR
With a powerful longing, I forever o er faithful homage
DUNG SHUK DRAK PÖ DAD CHAK TAK DU TSAL
To the form of deathless awareness, essence of all
Buddhas.
LÜ DANG LONG CHOD DÜ SUM GE WE TSOK
Like Samantabhadra's cloud of o erings,
KUN ZANG CHOD PE TRIN DU MIK NE BUL
I o er my body, enjoyment and all my virtue throughout
time.
TOK MED NE SAK DIK TUNG MA LÜ SHAK
I confess every downfall and non-virtue gathered from
time without beginning.
SE CHE GYALWA KUN GYI YONTAN GYI
You alone have completely mastered the precious qualities
of all the buddhas and bodhisa vas,

ff
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KHYAP DAK CHIK PU GONPÖ NAMTAR LA
And with all my heart I rejoice at your liberating life story.
NYING NE YI RANG DAD PE SOL DEP SHING
With total trust I pray to you,
ZAP GYE CHÖ KYI CHAR CHEN BEP PAR KUL
Please shower us with a vast and profound Dharma.
RANG ZHAN GE WE NGÖ PO KUN DOM NE
Gathering together all our virtues,
DRO KHAM GYATSO JI SID NE KYI BAR
I will follow your example, Lord Protector.
GONPO KHYOD KYI NAM TAR JE NYEK TE
For as long as the ocean of beings exists,
KHA KHYAP DROWA DREN PE DON DU NGO
I dedicate this to their guidance.
KYAP NE KUN DÜ KHYEN TSE’I TER CHENPO
Embodiment of all refuges, great treasure of wisdom and
love,
DÜ NGAN NYIK ME KYAP CHOK RINPOCHE
Precious and supreme protector in these degenerate and
evil times,
NGA DÖ GYUD PE NAR SHING DUNG SHUK KYI
I am tormented by the ve degenerations; I long for you.
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SOL DEP BU LA TSE WE TUK KYI ZIK
Please think lovingly of your child.
GONG PE LONG NE TUKJE’I TSAL CHUNG LA
Release your vast compassion;
MÖ DAN DAK GI NYING LA CHIN GYI LOP
And ood my devoted heart with your blessing.
TAK DANG TSAN MA NYUR DU TONPA DANG
Swiftly show signs and indications
CHOK DANG TUN MONG NGÖ DRUP TSAL DU SOL
And grant supreme and ordinary siddhis.
Recite the Seven Line Prayer as many times as you can.
HUNG ORGYAN YUL GYI NUP CHANG TSAM
PEMA GESAR DONGPO LA
YATSAN CHOK GI NGÖ DRUP NYE
PEMA JUNG NE ZHE SU DRAK
KHORDU KHANDRO MANGPÖ KOR
KHYED KYI JE SU DAK DRUP KYI
CHIN GYI LAP CHIR SHEK SU SOL
GURU PEMA SIDDHI HUNG
HUNG In the northwest of the land of Oddiyana,
In the pollen heart of a lotus,
Endowed with the most marvelous a ainments,
You are renowned as the Lotus Born,
Surrounded by a retinue of many dakinis.
Following you, I shall practice.
Please come and bless me with your grace.
GURU PEMA SIDDHI HUNG
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Recite the Vajra Guru Mantra as much as you wish.

་

་བ ་ ་ ་པ ་སི ་ ༔

OM AH HUNG VAJRA GURU PEMA SIDDHI HUNG

At the end of the session:
LAME NE SUM YI GE DRU SUM LE
From the three syllables in the guru's three places
OD ZER KAR MAR TING SUM CHUNG NE SU
White, red and blue light rays emerge
RANG GI NE SUM TIM PE GO SUM GYI
And absorb into my three places,
DRIP CHANG KU SUNG TUK KYI DORJER GYUR
Purifying obscurations of words, thought and deeds; vajra
body, speech and mind arise.
TAR NI LAMA KHOR CHE OD DU ZHU
Finally, the guru and mandala dissolve into light,
KAR MAR TIK LE HUNG GI TSAN PA RU
And into a white and red sphere marked with HUNG.
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Imagine that, because you are praying with sincere devotion, ve
colored light rays of primordial wisdom extend like laments
from both the point of union and the hearts of the father and
mother gurus and dissolve into your heart, blessing and
transforming your very being.

RANG GI NYING GAR TIM PE LAME TUK
As this absorbs into my heart,
RANGSEM YERMED LHAN KYE CHÖ KUR NE AH AH
I rest in Dharmakaya, the guru's mind and mine one.
AH AH
With these words, confront your own inherent true face, that of
supreme primordial Dharmakaya, your own mind's very nature,
intrinsically beyond all hope and fear, all acceptance and
rejection. Once again, consider all illusion-like appearances as
the nature of the lama. Dedicate the merit and make prayers for
auspiciousness, so that peace and wellbeing prevail.
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PROTECTORS' PRAYERS
RAM YAM KHAM
YESHE KYI DUTSI GYATSO CHEN POR GYUR
All the o erings become a vast ocean of wisdom nectar.
OM AH HUNG OM AH HUNG OM AH HUNG HO
TRA RAKSHA EKAZATI MAMA JO MAHAKALA
SHASANA TRI VAJRA SADHU SAMAYA DZA
SAPARIWARA IDAM BALINGTA KHA KHA KHA HI
KHA HI

ff
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CHOK SUM NGOWO PAL GON LAMA DANG
JUD DE GYATSO NE SUM KHANDRO’I TSOK
MA GON ZA DOR TSERING CHED NGA LA
CHOD SOL TOD DO SAM DON LHUNDRUP DZOD
The embodiment of Buddha, Dharma and Sangha -the Lama, the Glorious Protector,
Yidams of the ocean of mandalas and tantras, all the
Dakinis of the three places,
Ekazati, Mahakala, Rahula, Dorje Lekpa, Five Protector
Sisters, and all the protectors who keep the Samaya,
With all our o erings and praise, make all our good
wishes be spontaneously ful lled!
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BARCHED LAMSEL
A Very Brief Prayer for Clearing Obstacles from the Path
OM AH HUNG
CHÖ KU NANG TA LONG KU CHENREZIK
TULKU PEMA JUNGNE DRAKPO TSAL
SOLWA DEPSO TUKJE’I SHUK JUNG LA
CHI NANG SANGWE BARCHED YING SU SOL
DÜ NGAN NYIK ME DROWA DUK NGAL TSE
KHYED LE RESA MED DO NYING KHUNG NE
MÖ GÜ DUNG WE LHANG LHANG SOLWA DEP
GAL KYEN CHI NANG SANG WE BARCHED DOK
TSE SOD PEL LA LUNGTA DAR GYE SHOK
OM AH HUNG
Dharmakaya Amitabha, Sambhogakaya Avalokiteshvara,
Nirmanakaya Padmasambhava - the wrathful Drakpo Tsal,
We pray to you; with the force of your compassion
Dissolve all obstacles, outer, inner and secret, into space!
When beings su er in this decadent Dark Age,
We have no other hope but you! From the depth of our
hearts
With fervent devotion and longing, urgently we pray:
Avert bad circumstances, outer, inner and secret obstacles,
Let our life span and merit increase, and Lungta
strengthen and grow!
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SAMPA NYUR DRUPMA
The Prayer that Swiftly Ful lls All Wishes
EMAHO TSO Ü GESAR PEME DONGPO LA
KU NGA YESHE LHUN GYI DRUP PE LHA
RANG JUNG CHENPO PEMA YAB YUM NI
KHANDRO’I TRIN PUNG TRIK LA SOLWA DEP
SAMPA NYUR DU DRUP PAR CHIN GYI LOP
Emaho! In the heart of a blossoming lotus, upon the water
of the lake,
You are the spontaneously accomplished deity, the
embodiment of the Five Kayas and three wisdoms,
O great, naturally arisen Pema Yabyum,
Surrounded by clouds of dakinis - to you we pray:
Grant your blessing so that all our wishes be quickly
ful lled!
LE NGAN CHAD PE NAM MIN TÜ KYED PE
NE DON BAR CHOD MAK TRUK MU GE SOK
KHYOD ZHAL DRAN PE MOD LA ZAD CHED PE
ZHAL SHE NYING NE KUL LO ORGYAN JE
SAMPA NYUR DU DRUP PAR CHIN GYI LOP
As a result of our negative karma, whenever we su er
From illness, malevolent spirits and obstacles, warfare and
violence, famine and starvation,
Then remember your promise that even simply to think of
you will immediately dissolve all such su ering We implore you, from the depths of our hearts, O Lord of
Orgyen Grant your blessing so that all our wishes be quickly
ful lled!
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DE DANG TSULTRIM TONG LA GOMPA DANG
TÖ PE GYUD DROL TREL YOD NGO TSA SHE
SHERAP PUN SUM TSOK PE NOR DUNPO
SEMCHAN KUN GYI GYUD LA RANG ZHUK NE
JIKTEN DE KYID DAN PAR UK JIN DZOD
SAMPA NYUR DU DRUP PAR CHIN GYI LOP
To practice devotion, discipline and generosity,
To free the mind through hearing the Dharma, and to have
dignity, self-control
And discriminating awareness - make these seven noble
human qualities
Fill the hearts and minds of all sentient beings
And so bring peace and happiness to the world Grant your blessing so that all our wishes be quickly
ful lled!
GANG LA NE DANG DUK NGAL MI DOD KYEN
JUNGPO’I DON DANG GYALPÖ CHAD PA DANG
ME CHU CHAN ZAN LAM TRANG JIKPA CHE
TSE YI PA TAR TUK PE NE KAP KUN
KYAP DANG RE SA ZHAN DU MA CHI PE
TUKJE ZUNG ZHIK GURU ORGYAN JE
SAMPA NYUR DU DRUP PAR CHIN GYI LOP
When oppressed by illness, su ering and unwanted
circumstances,
Falling prey to harm and obstruction from negativity and
demonic forces,
Threatened by re, water and journeys of great danger,
When this life is spent and death arrives - at these times
We have nowhere to turn except to you!
Care for us with your great compassion, O great Orgyen
GuruGrant your blessing so that all our wishes be quickly
ful lled!
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YOGIC PRACTICE OF BRINGING THE THREE
MODES INTO THE PATH
NANG DRAK RIG SUM LHA NGAK CHÖKU’I NGANG
KU DANG YESHE ROLPAR JAM LE PE
ZAP SANG NALJOR CHENPO’I NYAM LEN LA
YERMED TUK KYI TIGLER RO CHIK SHOK
In the state where appearances, sounds, and thoughts are
divinities, mantras, and Dharmakaya,
By totally merging with the display of divine forms and
wisdom,
May I unite with the profound and secret practice of Great
Yoga,
And become one taste with the heart-essence of the
buddhas.

FOUR LINES OF BODHICITTA
CHANGCHUP SEMCHOK RINPOCHE
MA KYE PA NAM KYE GYUR CHIK
KYE PA NYAM PA MED PA YANG
GONG NE GONG DU PEL WAR SHOK
May the precious, supreme Bodhici a
Be awakened in those for whom it has not arisen,
And for those in whom it has been awakened,
May it not decline but ever increase.
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DEDICATIONS
SONAM DI YI TAMCHED ZIKPA NYID
TOP NE NYE PE DRA NAM PAM CHE SHING
KYE GA NA CHI BA LONG TRUKPA YI
SID PE TSO LE DROLWA DROL WAR SHOK
By this merit may I a ain omniscience.
Having defeated the enemies, negativities,
May all beings be liberated from the ocean of existence,
With its stormy waves of birth, old age, sickness and death.

JAMPAL PAWO JITAR KHYENPA DANG
KUNTUZANGPO DE YANG DE ZHIN TE
DE DAK KUN GYI JE SU DAK LOP CHING
GEWA DI DAK TAMCHED RAP DU NGO
Just as the Bodhisa va Manjushri a ained his realization,
And likewise Samantabhadra,
I shall train to follow in their footsteps
And dedicate all this merit toward the enlightenment of all
beings.
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LONG LIFE PRAYER FOR
HIS HOLINESS DODRUPCHEN RINPOCHE
LU MED KYAP NE GYATSO’I CHIN TU YI
JIGME TUPTEN TRINLE PALBAR GYI
ZHAP PE MI SHIK KALGYAR RABTEN NE
LAP CHEN TEN DRO’I ZHED DON TAR CHIN SHOK
Through the power of the ocean-like, unfailing sources of
refuge,
May Jigme Thubten Trinle Palbar’s
Lotus feet remain indestructible and stable for hundreds of
aeons,
And may he accomplish his vast purpose for the teaching
and for sentient beings.
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LONG LIFE PRAYER FOR
DZA KILUNG JIGME RINPOCHE
RANGJUNG PEME GYAL TSAP JIGME LING
GANG DE GONGTER TENDZIN CHÖ KYI DAK
NGOTSAR DRAK PE YAR NGE SA SUM KHYON
GENG DZE LAMA CHOK LA SOLWA DEP
ZHAP PE MI SHIK KALGYAR RABTEN SHOK
From the Lotus-Born Guru Rinpoche, who manifested as
exalted Jigme Lingpa,
To you, Lord of Dharma, Jigme Tendzin Chödrak, who
came to proliferate their mind treasures,
Once renowned as Jigme Ngotsar Gyatso, who sent the
Dharma among the three realms on the wings of the
dragon's thunder,
We pray to you, most precious teacher, to ful ll the wishes
of all sentient beings.
May your lotus feet remain indestructible and stable for
hundreds of kalpas!
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LONG LIFE PRAYER FOR
DZA KILUNG JIGME RINPOCHE
o ered by Tulku Thondup
CHO YING TRÖPA DRALWE ZHING KHAM SU
CHO MED PEMA JUNG NE KHANDRO’I TSOK
NYING NE DAD PE SOLWA DEP LAK NA
TSE WE CHAN GYI ZIK ZHIN GONG SU SOL
In the basic space of phenomena, free of elaboration,
Immortal Padmasambhava and hosts of dakinis,
To you we pray with heartfelt devotion,
Please regard us with your loving gaze.

DÜ SUM GYALWE KHYEN TSE’I RANG ZUK CHE
DAK SOK KYE DRO’I TARWE LAM TON CHOK
JIGMED TANDZIN CHÖ KYI DRAK PA YI
ZHAP PAD DORJE’I CHÖ SU TAN PAR DZOD
Great embodiment of wisdom and compassion of buddhas
past, present, and future,
Most sublime guide along the path of liberation, for us and
all living beings,
May the lotus feet of Jigme Tendzin Chodrak
Remain stable with indestructible vajra qualities.
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Within this in nite world, all that arises is
Profound and secret radiance, a rainfall of dharma nectar,
Nurturing a lotus garden of wisdom for innumerable
fortunate disciples,
Champion of the Victorious One’s teachings, may you
ourish.

DRO GYUD CHAM DANG NYING JE YONG DROL TE
NANG SID DAKPE ZHING DU RANG SHAR NE
TSA GYUD LAME GONG LONG TRÖ DRAL NGANG
RIG TONG DOD ME YING SU SANG GYE SHOK
Completely liberating the minds of beings through love
and compassion,
Naturally arising purity in the world of phenomenal
appearances,
In the state of vast and unelaborate realization of our root
and lineage lama,
May we awaken to buddhahood in the primordial space of
empty awareness.

This long-life prayer was wri en for the fth incarnation of the great
siddha Jigme Ngotsar (Dza Kilung Rinpoche) by Ngawang Lobzang
Dondrup Gyamtso (Tulku Thondup Rinpoche) at the request of
disciples Jeanne Lepisto and Lila Wheeler on behalf of the global
sangha. May there be virtue!
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DZAM LING YANG PE TA DRU MA LÜ PA
ZAP SANG OD SAL DUD TSE’I CHÖ CHAR GYI
KAL ZANG CHE WE LO DRÖ PAD TSAL GYE
JIGMED GYALWE TANPA GYE GYUR CHIK
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SUPPLEMENTARY TEXTS
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THE THREE EXCELLENCES
by Khenpo Shenga
As it is said, “The root of the Mahayana path lies in the
three excellences.”
The Noble Beginning: Arousing Bodhici a
We begin by taking refuge because the Three Precious
Jewels—the Buddha, Dharma and Sangha—are entirely
dependable and unchanging. We then consider how
wonderful it would be if all sentient beings, who are
in nite in number, were to be freed from the su erings of
the three realms of samsara, and how wonderful it would
be if they were to a ain the level of omniscience and
perfect buddhahood. If we train in cultivating thoughts
such as these again and again, we will at some point
develop a heartfelt benevolence toward all beings. At that
time, we must not be content with having the mere wish to
help. We must say to ourselves: “In order to lead these
beings, who have cared for me with such kindness
throughout the course of my beginningless lives in
samsara, to the level of perfect enlightenment, I will
practice the Dharma, without concern for my own body or
even my own life.” With this thought, we must exert
ourselves, by means of body, speech and mind, in actual
virtuous practice.

The Noble Main Part: Referencelessness
We must decide, with rm conviction, that all that appears
to us is nothing but our own deluded perception, and does
not have even the slightest atom’s worth of true reality.
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It is nothing but the illusory perception of the mind.
Having reached this conclusion, we must remind ourselves
of it again and again. Mind too is perceptible yet lacking in
true existence, and even as it appears to us, it is intangible
and devoid of concrete reality. When we recognize this, we
must rest in that very recognition, without any other
thought—simply remaining in that vivid state of openness
and clarity.
In between sessions, we must consider that since
everything is but our own delusory perception, it is quite
pointless to react to ordinary occurrences and activities as
if they had real, concrete existence. At the same time, even
though such things are unreal, we must maintain
bodhici a, love and compassion for sentient beings who
experience su ering without end. Then, once again, we
must rest in meditation free from thoughts. By training in
this continuous ow of practice, we will cut the chain of
delusion and bring about our own and others’ welfare.

The Noble Conclusion: Dedication
Whatever sources of virtue we have accumulated—
however great or small they might be—we must dedicate
toward all beings’ a ainment of perfect enlightenment.
With the thought that we are dedicating just as noble
Manjushri, Samantabhadra and other great beings did in
the past, we can recite prayers such as Samantabhadra’s
Prayer for Good Actions.
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Resting in the natural condition, beyond the ordinary
mind, is the Dharmakaya,
Forever being occupied with activity is the cause of
samsara.
At this critical juncture, the dividing line between
conditioned existence and the peace of nirvana,
Turn your mind to the Dharma, my fellow yogin!
A monk-follower of the Gyalwang Karmapa requested a few
words of instruction, and so I, Shenpen Nangwa, o ered this
brief advice.
h p://www.lotsawahouse.org/tibetan-masters/khenpo-shenga/threenoble-principles
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FIVE ENCOMPASSING PITH INSTRUCTIONS
First, on the outer level, the essence of pratimoksha vows
is a determination to be free out of revulsion for samsara.
Second, in between, the essence of bodhisa va vows is an
a itude that aspires for what is ultimately meaningful for
oneself and others.
Third, on the inner level, the essence of secret mantra vows
is a completely pure perception of phenomenal existence.
Fourth is the devotion of total trust in one’s guru.
Fifth is love and a ection for one’s vajra brothers and
sisters.

These are the words of Yukhok Chatralwa Chöying
Rangdrol.
Sarva mangala
Translation by Susanne Fairclough
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A MIRROR REVEALING THE CRUCIAL POINTS:
ADVICE ON THE ULTIMATE MEANING
by Longchen Rabjam
Single embodiment of the compassion, power and activity
Of the in nite mandalas of victorious buddhas, beyond measure,
Glorious lama, supreme sovereign lord of a hundred buddha
families,
At your feet, now and forever, I pay homage!
Ema! Fortunate yogins, listen now:
We have gained a perfect human form with its freedoms
and advantages, we have met the precious teachings of the
Mahāyāna, and we have the freedom to practice the sacred
Dharma authentically. So, at this time, let us not waste our
lives in meaningless pursuits, but work toward the
genuine, lasting goal.
There are in nite categories of teaching and countless are
the ways to enter the vehicles. Explanations can involve a
great many words and expressions. Unless we can take to
heart the essence of the genuine meaning, then even
commi ing many hundreds of thousands of volumes to
memory will not decidedly bring bene t at the moment of
death.
Seemingly, we might have boundless knowledge, all
derived from study and re ection, but if our fundamental
character is not a uned to the Dharma, we will not tame
the enemy, the destructive emotions.
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Unless we limit our desires from within by adopting an
a itude of not needing anything at all, then even mastery
over a thousand worlds will bring no real satisfaction.
Should we fail to prepare for the uncertainty of the time of
death, we will not accomplish the great purpose, that
which we will surely need when we die.
If we don’t overcome our own faults and train in impartial
pure perception, then having a achment and aversion will
prevent us from entering the ranks of the Mahayana.
Unless we make pure prayers of aspiration with unceasing
compassion and bodhici a, in the knowledge that there is
not a single being among the three realms or the six classes
who has not been our mother or father in the past, we will
not unlock the treasury of altruism.
Unless we have such devotion for our kind teachers that
we consider them as greater than the Buddha, we will not
receive even a single portion of their blessings.
Without genuinely receiving blessings, the tender shoots of
experience and realization will not grow.
If realization does not dawn from within, dry explanations
and theoretical understanding will not bring the fruit of
awakening.
To put it simply, unless we blend our own mind with the
Dharma, it is pointless merely to adopt the guise of a
practitioner.
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Restricting ourselves to only basic sustenance and shelter,
let us regard everything else as unnecessary.
Practice guru yoga, pray with single-minded a ention, and
direct all virtuous actions to the bene t of all beings, your
very own parents.
Whatever you encounter—be it happiness or sorrow, good
or bad—regard it as the kindness of the lama.
In the expanse in which self-knowing rigpa arises
spontaneously, free of all grasping, rest and relax, without
contrivance or fabrication. Whatever thoughts arise,
recognizing their essence, allow them all to be liberated as
the display of your own intrinsic nature.
Without the slightest trace of anything to cultivate or focus
upon in meditation, don’t allow yourself to drift even for a
single instant into ordinary confusion. Instead, remain
aware and undistracted during all activities, and train to
recognize all sights and sounds and sensory experience as
the play of illusion. In so doing, you will gain experience
for the bardo state.
In short, at all times and in all situations, let whatever you
do accord with the sacred Dharma and dedicate all virtue
toward enlightenment. If you do so, you will ful ll the
vision of your lamas and be of service to the teachings. You
will repay the kindness of your parents and spontaneously
bene t yourself and others. Please keep this in mind.
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Even if we were to meet in person, I would have no greater
instruction to give you than this. So take it to heart, all the
time, and in any situation.

Lord of the victorious ones, Longchen Rabjam Zangpo, wrote
this on the slopes of Gangri Tökar. May virtue abound!

| Translated by Adam Pearcey, Rigpa Translations, 2011.
Revised 2012.
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THE PRAYER OF KUNTUZANGPO,
THE PRIMORDIAL BUDDHA SAMANTABHADRA
Ho!
Everything – appearance and existence, samsara and
nirvana –
Has a single Ground, yet two paths and two fruitions,
And magically displays as Awareness or unawareness.
Through Kungtuzangpo’s prayer, may all beings become
Buddhas,
Completely perfected in the abode of the Dharmadhatu.
The Ground of all is uncompounded,
And the self-arising Great Expanse, beyond expression,
Has neither the name ‘samsara’ nor ‘nirvana’.
Realizing just this, you are a Buddha;
Not realizing this, you are a being wandering in samsara.
I pray that all you beings of the three realms
May realize the true meaning of the inexpressible Ground.
I, Kungtuzangpo, have realized the truth of this Ground,
Free from cause and condition,
Which is just this self-arising Awareness.
It is unstained by outer expression and inner thought,
A rmation or denial, and is not de led by the darkness of
unmindfulness.
Thus this self-manifesting display is free from defects.
I, Kungtuzangpo, abide as Intrinsic Awareness.
Even though the three realms were to be destroyed, there
is no fear.
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There is no a achment to the ve desirable qualities of
sense objects.
In self-arising consciousness, free of thoughts,
There is neither solid form nor the ve poisons.
In the unceasing clarity of Awareness,
Singular in essence, there yet arises the display of the ve
wisdoms.
From the ripening of these ve wisdoms,
The ve original Buddha families emerge,
And through the expanse of their wisdom
The forty-two peaceful Buddhas appear.
Through the arising power of the ve wisdoms
The sixty wrathful Herukas manifest.
Thus the Ground Awareness is never mistaken or wrong.
I, Kungtuzangpo, am the original Buddha of all,
And through this prayer of mine
May all you beings who wander in the three realms of
samsara
Realize this self-arising Awareness,
And may your great wisdom spontaneously increase!
My emanations will continuously manifest
In billions of unimaginable ways,
Appearing in forms to help you beings who can be trained.
Through this, my compassionate aspiration,
May all you beings who wander in the three realms of
samsara
Escape from the six life forms!
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From the beginning you beings are deluded
Because you do not recognize the awareness of the
Ground.
Being thus unmindful of what occurs is delusion The very state of unawareness and the cause of going
astray.
From this delusive state comes a sudden fainting away
And then a subtle consciousness of wavering fear.
From that wavering there arises a separation of self
And the perception of others as enemies.
Gradually the tendency of separation strengthens,
And from this the circle of samsara begins.
Then the emotions of the ve poisons develop The actions of these emotions are endless.
You beings lack awareness because you are unmindful,
And this is the basis of your going astray.
Through my prayer, may all you beings recognize your
Intrinsic Awareness!
Innate unawareness means unmindfulness and distraction.
Imputing unawareness means dualistic thoughts toward
self and others.
Both kinds of unawareness are the basis for the delusion of
all beings.
Through Kungtuzangpo’s prayer
May all you beings wandering in samsara
Clear away the dark fog of unmindfulness,
Clear away the clinging thoughts of duality!
May you recognize your own Intrinsic Awareness!
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Dualistic thoughts create doubt.
From subtle a achment to this dualistic turn of mind
Dualistic tendencies become stronger and thicker.
Food, wealth, clothes, home, and friends,
The ve objects of the senses, and your beloved family All these things cause torment by creating longing and
desire.
These are all worldly delusions;
The activities of grasping and clinging are endless.
When the fruition of a achment ripens, you are born as a
hungry ghost,
Tormented by coveting and desiring, miserable, starving
and thirsty.
Through Kungtuzangpo’s prayer may all you desirous and
lustful beings who have a achments,
Neither reject longing desires,
Nor accept a achment to desires.
Let your consciousness relax in its own natural state,
Then your Awareness will be able to hold its own.
May you achieve the wisdom of perfect discernment!
When external objects appear, the subtle consciousness of
fear will arise.
From this fear, the habit of anger becomes stronger and
stronger.
Finally, hostility comes causing violence and murder.
When the fruition of this anger ripens, you will su er in
hell by boiling and burning.
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When your mind becomes full of pride
There will arise thoughts of competition and humiliation.
As this pride become stronger and stronger,
You will experience the su ering of quarrels and abuse.
When the fruition of this karma ripens, you will be born in
the God Realms
And experience the su ering of change and falling to
lower rebirths.
Through Kungtuzangpo’s prayer, may you beings who
develop pride,
Let your consciousness relax in the natural state.
Then your Awareness will be able to hold its own.
May you achieve the wisdom of equanimity!
By increasing the habit of duality, by praising yourself and
denigrating others,
Your competitive mind will lead you to jealousy and
ghting,
And you will be born in the Jealous God Realm, where
there is much killing and injury.
From the result of that killing, you will fall into the Hell
Realm.
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Through Kungtuzangpo’s prayer, you beings of the six
realms,
When strong anger arises for you, neither reject nor accept
it.
Instead relax in the natural state and achieve the wisdom
of clarity!

Through Kungtuzangpo’s prayer, when jealousy and
competitive thoughts arise,
Do not grasp them as enemies.
Just relax in ease, then consciousness can hold its own
natural state.
May you achieve the wisdom of unobstructed action!
By being distracted, careless and unmindful,
You beings will become dull, foggy and forgetful.
By being unconscious and lazy, you will increase your
ignorance
And the fruition of this ignorance will be to wander
helplessly in the Animal Realm.
Through Kungtuzangpo’s prayer,
May you beings who have fallen into the dark pit of
ignorance
Shine the light of mindfulness and thereby achieve
wisdom free from thought.
All you beings of the three realms are actually identical to
Buddhas, the Ground of all.
But your misunderstanding of the Ground causes you to
go astray,
So you act without aim.
The six karmic actions are a delusion, like a dream.
I am the Primordial Buddha here to train the six kinds of
beings through all my manifestations.
Through Kungtuzangpo’s prayer may all you beings
without exception
A ain enlightenment in the state of Dharmadhatu.
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AH HO!
Hereafter, whenever a very powerful yogin
With his or her Awareness radiant and free from delusion
Recites this very powerful prayer, then all who hear it
Will achieve enlightenment within three lifetimes.
During a solar or lunar eclipse, during an earthquake, or
when the earth rumbles,
At the solstices or the new year, you should visualize
Kungtuzangpo.
And if you pray loudly so all can hear,
Then beings of the three realms will be gradually liberated
from su ering through the prayer of the yogin,
And will nally achieve enlightenment.
This prayer was taken from the ninth chapter of the Dzogchen Teachings of the Gongpa
Zangthal, the Northern Treasures discovered by the Terton Rigdzin Godem.
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ENTERING THE CITY OF OMNISCIENCE
An Aspiration Prayer for Actualizing Words of Truth
by Rigdzin Jigme Lingpa
I o er homage to the source of an ocean of
accomplishments: the Lamas and the Three Jewels and the
bodhisa vas. I take refuge in you —
Grant your blessings, I pray!
In all my future lives, may I gain a precious human rebirth
complete with all the eighteen freedoms and endowments,
and may I become the student of an authentic master!
Training my mind through study, re ection and
meditation, which are the source of higher rebirths and of
de nite goodness, may I follow the Buddha’s precious
teachings!
May renunciation, the root of all dharma practice, and the
four thoughts which cause renunciation, arise naturally in
my mindstream, and may I see samsara with all its endless
activity as a prison or a ery pit!
Gaining con dence in the infallibility of karma, may I
strive to undertake even the smallest good deeds and
abandon even the slightest harmful actions!
Not falling prey to adverse circumstances, busy places,
distracting companions, or any other such obstacles on the
path to enlightenment, may I take the Three Jewels as my
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refuge and train in the graduated path for beings of the
three levels of spiritual capacity!
May I give up all my doubts regarding the master, the
embodiment of all the sugatas, and without slipping into
the mistaken view of considering him as an equal, may I
see him as an actual buddha!
In this way, may my body, speech and mind be matured
through the four empowerments, and so may I embark
upon the path of the wondrous vajra vehicle!
Through the medium of fervent prayer and devotion, may
the wisdom of the lineage be transferred into me, and may
my realization become equal to space!
Perfecting the mahayoga practices of the generation stage,
may I come to perceive the whole universe and beings as
the three mandalas and traverse the four levels of a
vidyadhara, just like the bodhisa vas Padmasambhava
and Vimalamitra!
Perfecting the practice of anuyoga, may all concepts of
samsara and nirvana be puri ed into the state of
indivisible bliss and emptiness, and may I experience the
pure realm of Akanistha!
Perfecting the atiyoga practice of Dzogpachenpo, may all
experience dissolve into the expanse of intrinsic reality,
and may I be liberated into the youthful vase body, just
like the vidyadhara Garab Dorje!
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In short, beginning with the training in the conduct of the
bodhisa vas, may whatever I do, with body, speech or
mind, bring nothing but bene t to all sentient beings, my
very own parents!
Whatever my situation or circumstance, may I never feel
the slightest wish to follow worldly ways, which run
contrary to the Dharma!
Even if, while under the sway of karma and habitual
pa erns, a mistaken thought occurs to me, may it never be
successful!
For the sake of others, may I be fearless and ready even to
give up my life, just like Prince Siddhartha!
Having reached the state of spontaneously accomplishing
the bene t of self and others, may I stir the depths of the
ocean of saṃsara’s three worlds by means of the ten
strengths and four fearlessnesses!
The buddhas and bodhisa vas have vowed to work
toward the accomplishment of unsel sh aspiration prayers
such as these.
Homage to the sages who proclaim the truth!
OM DHARE DHARE BHANDARE BHANDARE SOHA
May the strength of virtue increase!
May the power of aspiration grow!
May negativity be swiftly puri ed!
DZAYA DZAYA SIDDHI SIDDHI PALA PALA A A HA
SHA SA MA MAMA KO LING SAMANTA
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LE'U DUN MA PRAYER EXCERPT
DI TAR MIK GI YUL DU NANGWA YI
CHI NANG NÖ CHÜ NGÖ PO TAMCHED KUN
NANG YANG DAK DZIN MEPE NGANG LA SHOK
ZUNG DZIN DAKPA SAL TONG LHA YI KU
DÖ CHAK RANGDROL GYI LAMA LA SOLWA DEP
ORGYAN PEMA JUNGNE LA SOLWA DEP
Do this toward all you see:
Outside, inside, environment and beings, all things While seeing them, without grasping, remain.
This freedom from the trap of duality: subject-object
clinging
Is the very form of the deity - luminous and void.
To this Lama, the very self-liberation of desire and
a achment, we pray!
To the Lotus-born Guru of Orgyen, we pray!
DI TAR NA WE YUL DU DRAKPA YI
NYEN DANG MI NYEN DZINPE DRA NAM KUN
DRAK TONG SAM NO DRALWE NGANG LA SHOK
DRAK TONG KYE GAK MEPA GYALWE SUNG
DRAK TONG GYALWE SUNG LA SOLWA DEP
ORGYAN PEMA JUNGNE LA SOLWA DEP
Do this toward all that you hear:
All sounds, grasped as sweet or harsh,
While hearing them, empty, without after-thought, remain.
This empty sound, with no beginning and no end,
Is the speech of the Victorious Ones.
To this empty sound, the speech of all the Buddhas, we
pray!
To the Lotus-born Guru of Orgyen, we pray!
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DI TAR YID KYI YUL DU GYUWA YI
NYON MONG DUK NGE TOKPA CHI SHAR YANG
NGON SU JE CHÖ LO YI CHÖ ME SHUK
GYUWA RANG SAR SHAKPE CHÖ KUR DROL
RIGPA RANGDROL GYI LAMA LA SOLWA DEP
ORGYAN PEMA JUNGNE LA SOLWA DEP
Do this toward all that stirs the mind:
Whatever thoughts and emotions of the ve poisons arise,
Don't invite them, don't chase after them, don't let mind
fabricate or contrive:
Simply allowing them to se le in the face of their own
arising,
Is the very liberation into the Dharmakaya.
To this Lama, Rigpa's self-liberation, we pray;
To the Lotus-born Guru of Orgyen, we pray!

CHI TAR ZUNGWE YUL NANG DAKPA DANG
NANG TAR DZINPE SEM NYI DROLWA DANG
BAR DU ODSAL RANG NGO SHEPA RU
DÜ SUM DE SHEK NAM KYI TUKJE YI
DAK DRE RANG GYÜ DROLWAR CHIN GYI LOP
ORGYAN PEMA JUNGNE LA SOLWA DEP
Thus outwardly, purify appearances of their allure;
Inwardly, mind free from grasping;
And, by the very self-recognition of luminosity,
May the compassion of all the sugatas of past, present and
future
Inspire and bless beings like us with self-liberation!
To the Lotus-born Guru of Orgyen, we pray!
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